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Abstract:  

Set of all finitely generated n-ideals of L  is a lattice, denoted by )(LFn .  In this 

paper the author has characterized those )(LFn  which form relatively Stone lattices. It has 

been shown that )(LFn  is relatively Stone if and only if LQP =  for any two 

incomparable prime n-ideals P  and Q  of L . 
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¢hj§aÑ p¡l (Bengali version of the Abstract) 

L-Hl pp£j i¡h pªø pLm n-BC¢Xu¡ml (n-ideal) pVÚ HL¢V mÉ¡¢Vp (Lattice) 

k¡q¡L Fn(L) à¡l¡ ¢Q¢q²a Ll¡ quz HC fœ fËhåL¡l pC ph Fn(L) k¡q¡l¡ Bf¢rL ØV¡e 

mÉ¡¢Vp (Stone Lattice) NWe LlR a¡cl Q¢lœNa °h¢nø fËc¡e LlRz HV¡ cM¡e¡ quR 

k Fn(L) Bf¢rL ØV¡e qu L-Hl k L¡e c¤"¢V Aa¥me j±¢mL n-BC¢Xu¡m P Hhw Q Hl SeÉ 

k¢c Hhw Lhmj¡œ k¢c PVQ=L quz 

1.  Introduction. 

Relative annihilators in lattices and semilattices have been studied by 

many authors including Mandelker [5] and Varlet [8]. Also Cornish [2] 

has used the annihilators in studying relative normal lattices. Then [6] has 
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introduced the notion of relative annihilators around a fixed element 

Ln , called relative n-annihilators.  

For Lba , , }:{, baxLxba =  is known as annihilator of a   

relative to b  or simply a relative annihilator. It is very easy to see that in 

presence of distributivity,  ba,  is an ideal of  L .  

Again for Lba ,  we define }:{, baxxba d = ,  which is  called a  

dual annihilator of a  relative to b , or simply a relative dual annihilator. In 

presence of  distributivity of L , dba  ,  is a dual ideal (filter). 

For a fixed element n  of a lattice L , a convex sub lattice containing n  is 

called an n-ideal. The idea of n-ideals is a kind of generalization of both 

ideals and filters of a lattice. The set of all n-ideals of a lattice L  is 

denoted by )(LI n , which is an algebraic lattice under set inclusion. 

Moreover,  n  and L  are respectively the smallest and the largest 

elements of )(LI n .  

 

For any two n-ideals I  and J  of L , it is easy to check that  

( ) JjIisomeforjnimxLxJIJI === ,,,/  where  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xzzyyxzyxm =,,   and  

 JjjandIiisomeforjixjiLxJI = 21212211 ,,/   

The n-ideal generated by a finite numbers of elements is called a finitely 

generated n-ideal. The set of all finitely generated n-ideals is denoted by 

)(LFn . n-ideal generated by maaa ...,,, 21  is denoted by ,,...,, 21 nmaaa   

which is the interval naaanaaa mm  ...,...[ 2121 ]. 
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 Thus, the members of )(LFn  are simply the intervals ],[ ba  such that 

bna  . A neat description of finitely generated n-ideals can be found in 

[7]. By [4] and [7], we know that )(LFn  is a lattice and for ],[ ba , 

],[ 11 ba  )(LFn , 

= ],[],[ 11 baba ],[ 11 bbaa  and = ],[],[ 11 baba ],[ 11 bbaa  . 

 

The n-ideal generated by a single element a  is called principal n-ideal, 

denoted by na  . Clearly, ],[ nanaa n = . By [4] we also know that 

nnn bnamba = ),,( , when L  is distributive. Let L  be a lattice 

with 0 and 1. An element La *  is called a pseudocomplement of La , 

if 0*= aa  and 0= xa  implies that *ax  . L  is called pseudo 

complemented if its every element has a pseudocomplement. For Lba , , 

and a fixed element Ln  we define }),,(:{, n

n bxnamLxba =  

}),,(:{ nbxnamnbLx = . By [6], nba  ,  is called the annihilator 

of a relative to b  around the element n  or simply a relative n-

annihilator. It is easy to see that for all Lba , , nba  ,  is always a 

convex subset containing n . In presence of distributivity, it is easy to 

prove  that nba  ,  is an n-ideal. 

 

 For two n-ideals A  and B  of a lattice L ,  BA,  = BxnamLx  ),,(:{  

for all }Aa . In presence of distributivity, clearly  BA,  is an n-ideal. 

Moreover, we can easily show that = nn

n baba ,, .  

[ 

A distributive lattice L  is called a Stone lattice if it is 

pseudocomplemented and 1*** =xx , for each Lx . Also recall that a 

lattice L  is relatively pseudocomplernented if its every interval ],[ ba  

),,( baLba   is pseudocomplemented. A distributive lattice L  is called 
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a relatively Stone lattice if its every interval ],[ ba  is a Stone lattice.                                          

In this paper we include some results on relative n-annihilators of a 

lattice.  

Then we use them in generalizing some results on relatively Stone  

lattices in terms of n-ideals.  

 

 We start the paper with the following result which is due to [4, 7 ]. 

 

Proposition 1.1: For a  lattice L  with Ln , )[]()( nnLF d

n  . 

 

Following  result  due to [1] will  be needed in proving our main results. 

 

Proposition 1.2: Let I  and J  be two n-ideals of a distributive lattice. 

Then for any JIx  , 
11 jinx =  and 

22 jinx =  for some Iii 21,  

and Jjj 21,  with nji 11,  and nji 22 , . 

 

 Now we give a generalization of  [2, Lemma-3.6]. 

 

Theorem 1.3: Let L  be a  distributive lattice. Then the following hold:  

(i) = Jx n ,  nn yx , ;  

(ii) = Jx n ,    nn yx , , where the supremum of n-

ideals   nn yx ,  is taken in the  lattice of  n-ideals of L ,  for any 

Lx  and any n-ideal J . 

Proof: ( i ) L.H.S  R.H.S is obvious. Let t R.H.S, then 

 nn xyt , . This implies nxtnym ),,( .  That is 

nn xtnym  ),,(  and so nnnnn xtxty  )()( . That 

Jy
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is, nnnn xyxt  ][  which implies 

 nnn xyxt , . Thus,  t L.H.S and so (i) holds. 

(ii) R.H.S  L.H.S is obvious. Let t L.H.S, then Jtnxm ),,(  that is 

jtnxm =),,(  for some Jj .  This implies  nn jxt , .  Thus 

t R.H.S and so (ii) holds.     

   

Lemma 1.4: Let L be a distributive lattice with Ln . Suppose Lcba ,, .  

(i)  If ncba ,, , then 

= nnnnnn cbcacbnam ,,,),,(  is equivalent to 

= cbcacba ,,, ; 

(ii) If ncba ,,   

then = nnnnnn cbcacbnam ,,,),,(  

 is equivalent to ddd cbcacba = ,,, . 

 

  Proof: (i): Suppose ncba ,,  and 

 nnn cba , = nnnn cbca ,, . Let 

 cbax , . Then 

,cbax  )]()(,[],[ banxnbanxbax nnn ==  

].,[])(,[ cnnbaxn =  Hence 

.,,,),,(, == nnnnnnnn cbcacbnamcbax

 Thus qpx  , where  nn cap , , .,  nn cbq  Then 

nnn cap  .  That is,  ],[],[],[ cnannpnp  .  Thus, 

],[])(,[ cnanpn   which implies cap  , and so  cap , . Similarly, 
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 cbq ,  and so  cbcax ,, . Hence  cbcacba ,,, . 

But  cbacbca ,,,  is obvious, Therefore, 

= cbcacba ,,, . 

 Conversely, suppose = cbcacba ,,, . Let 

 nn cbnamx ,),,( . Then 

nn bnamx  ),,( ],[],[ bannxnx = ],[ cn .  That is 

],[)]()(,[ cnbanxn  .  Thus,   ],[])(,[ cnnbaxn       which 

implies                                                           cbax  , and so 

= cbcacbax ,,, . This implies srx = , where  car ,  and 

 cbs , .  Then car   and cbs  . Now 

nn ar  ],[],[ annrnr = ])(,[ anrn = ])(,[ narn = ],[ cn

nc = . Hence,  nn car , .  

 Similarly,  nn cbs , . Thus  nnnn cbcax ,,  and 

so  nnnnnn cbcacbnam ,,,),,( .  

Since  nnnn cbca ,,  nn cbnam ,),,(  is obvious, 

so = nnnnnn cbcacbnam ,,,),,( . 

A dual calculation of above proof proves (ii).  
 

 

Following result on Stone lattices is well known due to [3, Thcorem-3, 

Page-161] and [2, Theorem-2.4].  
 

Theorem 1.5: Let L  be a pseudocomplemented  distributive lattice. Then 

the following conditions are equivalent:   
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(i) L  is Stone;   

(ii) For each ,, Lyx   **)*( yxyx =  

(iii) I f 0= yx , Lyx , ,  then 1** = yx .    

 Similarly we can easily prove the following result which is dual to above 

theorem.  

[ 

Theorem 1.6: Let L  be a dual pseudocomplemented distributive lattice. 

Then the following conditions are equivalent:  

(i) L  is dual Stone ;  

(ii) For each ,, Lyx   ddd yxyx ***)( =  ;  

(iii) if 1= yx , ,, Lyx   then 0** = dd yx ,  

where dx *  denotes the dual pseudcomplement of  x .  

 

[2, Theorern-3.7] (also see [5 ]) has provided a nice characterization of 

relatively Stone lattices in terms of relative annihilators. By a similar 

technique we can easily prove its dual result. 

 

Theorem 1.7: Let L  be a relatively dual pseudocomp1emented 

distributive lattice. Let Lcba ,,  be arbitrary elements  and BA,  are 

arbitrary filters. Then the following are equivalent;  

(i) L  is relatively dual Stone;  

(ii) Labba dd = ,, ;  

(iii) ddd bcacbac = ,,, ;  

(iv) ddd BcAcBAc = ),[),[),[ ;  

          (v) ddd cbcacba = ,,, .      
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  [2, Theorem- 3.7] and [5, Theorern-5]  provided  some characterizations  

of relatively Stone lattices. Here generalize those results in terms of n-

ideals.  

 

Theorem 1.8: Let   )(LFn  be a relatively pseudocomplemented 

distributive lattice and A  and B   be two n-ideals of L . Then for all 

Lcba ,, , the following conditions are equivalent:  

(i) )(LFn  is relatively Stone ; 

(ii) Labba nnnn = ,, ;  

          (iii) = nnnnnn cbcacbnam ,,,),,( .  

 

Proof: (i) => (ii). Let Lz  , consider the interval 

],[ nnnn zzbaI =  in )(LFn . Then nnn zba   

is the smallest element of the interval I . By (i), I  is Stone. Then by 

Theorem 1.5, there exist finitely generated n-ideals Isrqp ],[],,[  such 

that,  

= ],[ qpza nn nnn zba  ],[ srzb nn =  and  

],[],[ srqpz n = .  

 

   Now, 

== nnn zqpaqpa ],[],[ nnnn bzba    
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implies  nn baqp ,],[ . Also ],[],[ srzbsrb nnn =  

= nnnn azba   implies  nn absr ,],[ . Thus, 

 nnnnn abbaz ,,   

and so  nnnn abbaz ,, .  

Hence Labba nnnn = ,, .  

 

(ii) => (iii). In (iii) R.H.S  L.H.S is obvious. Let z L.H.S. Then 

 nn cbnamz ,),,( ,  which implies  nn cbnamnz ,),,( . 

By (ii)  nnnn abbanz ,, . Then by Proposition 1.2, 

yxnz = , for some  nn bax ,  and  nn aby ,  and  

nyx , . Thus, nnn bax  ,  and so 

= nn ax nnn bax   

nnnnnn cbnamnzbanz = ),,( .  This implies  

 nn cax , . Similarly  nn cby , , and so 

 nnnn cbcanz ,, . Similarly, a dual calculation of 

above shows that  nnnn cbcanz ,, . Thus by 

convexity,  nnnn cbcaz ,,  and so (iii) holds.  

 

(iii) => (i). Suppose (iii) holds. Let ncba ,, . By (iii), 

= nn cbnam ,),,(  nnnn cbca ,, . But by Lemma  

1.4(i), this is equivalent to = cbcacba ,,, . Then by [2, 

Theorem-3.7], this shows that )[n  is a relatively Stone Lattice. Similarly, 

for ncba ,, , using the Lemma 1.4(ii) and Theorem 1.7, we find that ](n  
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is relatively dual Stone. Therefore )(LFn  is relatively Stone by Proposition 

1.1.  

 

 We conclude the paper by generalizing another well known 

characterization of relatively Stone lattices. To prove this we need the 

following lemma which is due to [2, Lemma-3.4].  

 

Lemma 1.9: If 
1L  is a sublattice of L  and 

1P  is a prime ideal in 
1L  

then there exists a prime ideal P  in L  such that PLP = 11
.  

 

Theorem 1.10: Let )(LFn  be a relatively pseudocomplemented 

distributive lattice. Then the following conditions are equivalent:  

(i) )(LFn  is relatively Stone                                                                                                                                                                                           

 (ii) Any two incomparable prime n-ideals P  and Q  are comaximal, that 

is LQP = .  

Proof: Suppose (i) holds. Let P , Q  be two incomparable prime  

n-deals of L . Then there exist Lba ,  such that QPa −  and PQb − . 

Then QPa n − , PQb n − . Since )(LFn  is relatively Stone, so by 

Theorem 1.8, Labba nnnn = ,, . But as P , Q  are prime, 

so it is easy to see that, Qba nn  ,  and Pab nn  , . 

Therefore QPL   and so LQP = . That is, (ii) holds.  

 

Conversely, suppose (ii) holds. Let 
1P  and 1Q  be two incomparable prime 

ideals of )[n . Then by Lemma 1.9, there exist incomparable prime 

ideals P  and Q  of L  such that )[1 nPP =  and )[1 nQQ = . Since 1Pn  
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and 
1Qn , so P , Q  are in fact two incomparable prime n-ideals of L . 

Then by (ii), LQP = . Therefore, )[)[)(11 nnQPQP == . Thus by [2, 

Theorern-3.5], )[n  is relatively Stone. Similarly, considering two prime 

filters of ](n  and proceeding as above and using the dual result of [2, 

Theorern-3.5] we find that ](n  is relatively dual Stone. Therefore by 

Proposition 1.1, )(LFn  is relatively Stone.      
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